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PROSTOR P8
The Prostor P8 is a large and stylish outdoor shade solution. 
It has an elegant and functional design, including a dimmable 
LED light and heating. The P8 is featherlight to operate, 
opens in 5 seconds, and is perfect for those who think big. 
Embrace the sun with the Prostor P8 parasol.







Durable alu parts

features

Integrated LED Lights

We guarantee everlasting sun pleasure 
thanks to the durable aluminum parts. 
All parts are individually replaceable.

The integrated white LED light within the spokes 
provides a warm and elegant lighting solution.

Opening above the table

Easy opening in 5 seconds

No need to move the table while closing or 
opening the umbrella. The umbrella opens or 
closes above standard tables and chairs.

You don’t have to be strong to operate the 
P8 umbrella. The One Move System helps you 
to open or close the umbrella easily in one 
movement. Thanks to the well-balanced weight, 
the umbrellas are effortless to handle.



PROSTOR P8
DIMENSIONS

SQR

COLOURS FRAME & POLE

RAL 9007

GREY TEXTURED 
COATING

COLOURS FABRIC

acryl 100% solution-dyed acryl 100% solution-dyed

weight 290g/m2 weight 320/m2

colourfastness 7-8 / 8 (standard ISO 105 B04) colourfastness 7-8 / 8 (standard ISO 105 B04)

waterproof >300 mm water column waterproof >360 mm water column

maintenance all fabric can be washed and replaced maintenance all fabric can be washed and replaced

ACCESSORIES

FIXATIONS

Adjustable ground anchor 
Recommended to align 
multiple sets, it gives you 
up to 15° tolerance to the 
left and right. 

80 x 80 x 12 cm
With 12 tiles: 200 kg
Does not include tiles

printing of canopyrain gutter

70 x 70 cm 
Must be chemically 
anchored 

2 or 4 heaters per parasol. 
Heaters do not need to be 
removed when closing.

deluxe protection coverdimmable LED light, 
integrated in the spokes

GROUND ANCHOR FLOOR PLATE STEEL BASE

natural white white sand butter cup

black widowtaupe carbon grey night blue olive green

terra cotta paris red lead grey tweed shell tweed black

tweed toasttweed grey

STANDARD RANGE PREMIUM RANGE

4 x 4 m

SCAN QR CODE 
FOR PRODUCT 
VIDEO


